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THIS IS MY JOURNAL I give it feely To EVERYONE To INTERPRET And SHARE  

To understand MY Whistle best You must READ It for yourself Apposing Blowers are loud 

I use ‘ALL & Everything & They’ It’s by these exaggerations I expose The Masters Lies 

EX: Of course I’m bitching about America But NO ONE Loves this country More then me 

 

STOP Print and Pass this out to everyone ASAP I’m not playing This is IMPORTANT You 

should at least download it Lest it be disappeared from your mailbox Read them all They are 

Pieces of a Great and Ancient Puzzle They need to be Studied Discussed and Carried Out 

Whatever you do Keep reading There is so much to go over And I’ve proved my point well 

 

 

Everybody Free’s Stay with me for a minute I’d like to go over How and Why I think The 

world is shifting now SO I’m telling you this From an Outside And an Inside point of view  

When I do ‘preach’ 1 on 1 It seams That I know all the answers When it comes to ‘real life 

situations’ REAL Because you have to go thru these things To understand them No text book 

Is better then life experience I know the truth about myself Because I used to be a liar And 

‘most’ of my lies Were usually to myself Once we figure things out We’re able to grow up 

 

BUT if that’s not enough  Would it make a difference If these points of view came from 

someone Who has heard over 99.314 times That ‘You were the smartest person They’ve ever 

met’ Or that ‘They always hear You say the smartest things’ The truth is It’s about 50+  I use 

a lot of metaphors  And I’m admitting now That I’ve made up A FEW lies here To protect 

other’s interests But in these documents 99.314 of what I say IS THE TRUTH Even though it 

will sound Like the complete opposite Of what you’ve learned Which was all a total lie  I use 

pi-ish Because ‘these liars’ use pi-ish But ‘to them’ pi means Making things up And then 

presenting them As ALL sides of the story Not just to Circumference us all Inside confusion 

OR To influence our future motivations It’s mainly to HIDE the scariest realities While they 

use little ‘scares’ Coming from all angles To keep us blind To the real story of Our Masters 

 

I’m not a writer When I started this art It was only for a record For when I was Starting a 

bunch of business’s and Building a bunch of custom homes Along the way Yellow pads were 

filled with all kinds of Ideas Complaints Oddities Understandings Solutions Loves & Plans 

I’ve always been The creator and planner  But I’m not The strongest operator or finisher 

 

Crazy is as Crazy does I need your help To create A New Precedent for A New United World 

More crazy I’m also claiming to be A Spiritual Leader AND An Encompassing Advisor 

Fighting for The Freedoms of ALL people   And I’m thanking Lee Iacocca for the nudge 

And I’m thanking Obama & Romney & Both of the political parties For the competition 

 

Politically I lean toward Liberal thinking Of a Conservative ideal And since I’ve listened to 

everyone’s side I’ve fell in love with The advancements of both That can only come From A 

New World Order BUT BUT BUT ‘THIS’ new world order That Our Masters are planning 

for us Is NOT A GOOD ONE I love the picture in my head Of the Ideal Society BUT BUT 



BUT Not the one That is forced down our throats Right now It seams That something is 

always holding us back From Real Hope and Change SO I looked behind their scene’s and I 

saw That all these Salesmen of The New World Order Are Total Tools Their actions are That 

of A bought and sold commodity FOR The ‘whatever’ secret society they were bread into 

And even though I don’t follow any individual conspiracies I know we are in one They are 

What’s wrong in the world They are Why imperialism is OUR shame They are The Real 

Terrorists AND Just so you know The Man is NOT to blame The Man really isn’t The Man 

 

There is One answer To all the Questions Issues Problems of the world You may think It’s 

money But as always Everybody is half right It’s because Everyone has yet to learn The most 

important stories of all That 99.314 Of ancient oral stories discontinued When man started 

writing So I’ve spent years studying What has really brought us To where we are now As a 

believer That a new world order Is the key to peace I also believe That the current direction is 

disastrous My only activated resolve Is to make This New World Order Free For and To All 

 

The Nuts & Bolts of this I’ve always felt that These ALIENS from ““outer space”” Could be 

Natives To Our World and I’ve always assumed that The Pyramid has more then just a TOP 

It also had a beginning My conclusion from Years of “every type” of RESEARCH Points out 

that EVERYTHING Is just a mere cover story For The Hidden History Of OUR MASTERS 

 

Meat & Potatoes If you can’t Buy that story yet I understand It was hard for me too Until you 

see ‘These Aliens’ Rip the insides Out of a 4 year old blonde haired blue eyed little girl You 

have NO CHOICE But to Just believe That The EYE represents Those of The Reptile Race 

 

The worlds first secret Hidden within ‘The Order’ Was to serve these oddities Who’ve just 

evolved ‘us’ Then by godly orders New Families Nations Governments Formed into sub-

secret societies Franchised by The Serpent Order To CREATE and Distract from our ancient 

knowledge ASSUME that All Sides of Every Argument are Owned by the SAME Single 

Secret Society The only argument we own IS The resistance To our usually planned history 

 

Side note: It probably doesn’t matter Because Nibiru is almost here and This will cause 

enough destruction To give them A starting platform for the ‘real take over’ Of our freedoms 

Both of these combined Will result in 99.314% of us to die off There is NO DATE To argue 

about It’ll be here soon enough BUT These “aliens” Who will suspiciously show up To ‘help 

save us’ and Claim to have come from Nibiru CAN NOT be trusted They are the biggest liars 

of all time The real SATAN’S from our past Their ‘alien planet’ Doesn’t have Never has 

AND Never will wave life on it It’s just a small part of The big lie! Imagine 3600 years ago 

After a huge flood and Now these ‘gods’ from ‘a planet that just passed us by’ Show up here 

suddenly (their caves were flooded) To help us out with new knowledge Of what we’ll need 

to survive FALSE What they did is Set us up into slavery Using Gold Royalty War and Our 

Planned History NOW Imagine our ‘fine leaders’ Not prepping us for this danger As we die 

unknowingly While they ‘live’ in secure vaults This is why This history is hidden from us! 

Wow interesting I wonder why Nibiru is underlined in red Like it’s misspelled or something 

It was only THE NAME OF ‘Our oldest God’s HOME’ Isn’t it odd that The Masters are in 

such ‘denial’ over this planet’s existence?  Like ‘this story’ is being ignored for some reason  



FACT: 12-21-12 Means nothing Most doomsday prophecies Are based on Nibiru’s “passing” 

There is NO destruction date! So Don’t Panic! What we need to plan for Is the 12-36 months 

of smaller destructions That will cripple ALL nations and Leave them without any salvation! 

 

Everything is and Always has been A cover story for the times When our solar system has 

another ‘mini solar system’ fly thru it Which causes a period of destruction and rebirth And 

these lizards Who are Probably wearing some really cool looking space suits They got from  

Hollywood Will try to sell themselves as lifesavers Instead of what they are The Destructors  

 

Here’s How It Went Down 

 

Around 8-10 thousand years ago (Even the second tier has questions about the actual time, 

pre history) We went thru ‘genetic engineering’ And we became able to process thoughts 

differently From a new ‘type of flow’ within our brain waves Just different enough from the 

ordinary animals 7200+- Years ago THE MASTERS Island (planet they said) blew up (sank) 

And they were out of commission for a while The human tribes had escaped (because many 

‘Noah’s’ were commissioned To save as much as they could carry on their boats) Got busy 

on their own In new found lands In their different regions One region was an important port 

to the Reptile-Oceanic-Native-Aliens (They mostly live under the sea Or in caves) It was 

where Sodomy (hint) and kid snatching was rampant Where all the “elites” could go If they 

praised money and Practiced debauchery and murder blood lust This was the Kennite 

(CAIN-itte) people from the bible They were an ‘extra rich tribe’ (created metal working, 

writing, and carried with them ALL the secret knowledge passed from Their Masters) They 

basically made and still kept the gold standard for us Then A Chief ZUEZ (a real king of our 

past) Had finally had enough (I imagine he finally had the thought that “These assholes 

aren’t God’s!”) And people started to rise when stories were passed around that The Water 

Reptile Race of intelligent beings Who are acting as OUR God’s Were doing all sorts of evil 

things to us and our kids (like they do NOW) As their clinch of power over Us our Kin and 

Nationalities “Zuez” Who’s previous king Had come from this region Rallied mankind and 

decided to fight these ‘Devil-Types of many sizes and specie’ After these ages The stories of 

his conquest had to be tweaked So they made him into a God and Gave him a cool back story 

After that the scared men of the world Kicked the ass’s of the Neanderthals Because they 

couldn’t think ‘humanly’ either They were mostly ‘half+- knowledgeable’ aggressive apes 

Who were fascinated by the use of tools Instead of masters of them And were only similar to 

Let’s say ‘A monkey smoking cigarettes or an elephant fighting’ The remaining Neanderthal-

creatures Went back to the forest to hide in safety And are the ape-men Bigfoot’s Sasquatch 

clans That we hear about now (sorry spell check cant fix it and I don’t have internet) But it 

was too late for the ORIGINAL kennites (Cain’s tribe) Their number was up They were 

forced to go deep underground And now only use The Nobilities Warlords Religions and 

Secret Societies to control us BY The power of money It’s always been about the money It’s 

our biggest link in Our chain of slavery And If you really want freedom from the original 

sinners THEN Money Profits Elites and their manipulations there of Must Not Exist 

 

Well wouldn’t you know it There’s ONE idea that eludes us all It’s never mentioned In any 

movie or T.V. show or public literature And it has never been studied Conveniently An idea 

that’s closely guarded By a sprawling octopi Never discussed outside walls Or bellow tiers 



Our first histories And everything that goes with them Has to do with ‘this particular planet’ 

PASSING THRU our solar system And the blah blah godly aliens blah blah That came from 

it WELL We have some awesome telescopes now AND It’s definitely close enough to be 

seen from one SO Why isn’t anyone allowed to research it? To see Once and for all If there 

is any life on it Has NO inquisitive scientist OR ancient times historian EVER thought to 

look at this planet Nibiru???  Too see if it housed any of our ‘ancient aliens’ That MOST of 

our ancient societies Have talked about in their Oral Traditions OR Even put down In their 

Written Histories???? Instead The New World Order has chosen MARS as our understood 

‘Alien Planet’ HA HA HA And do you know WHY they picked mars? I DO! I heard it from 

their mouths myself It’s because They don’t want us looking into Nibiru’s falsity!! They are 

Wanting to make suckers out of us all again Just like they did 3600 years ago Don’t fall for it 

this time OK Expose these demons for what they are They are Our living hell on Our earth 

 

Ancient times THIS Ancient times THAT If you ignore the secondary stories It becomes 

clear There are creatures on land Selling themselves as GOD’S And mating with our women 

So we fought big battles Against ‘unusual beast’ And ‘past god’s” lead us to freedom NOW 

Don’t try saying That it’s just a made up ‘God story’ from ancient times Because NO DUH 

That’s MY point here Remember the Satans (or reptiles) Have always attempted to convince 

us of these distractions They made new stories Like Adam and Eve as They erased our real 

stories/ideas from our past Like OUR ORIGINAL stories of Adam and Eve (Which used to 

be about Not planting your own food You should ONLY get it from Those who said They 

were your God’s) The flying lizard native aliens reserve army was never far off They were 

even able to be seen As ‘GOD witness’s’ for New Lordship’s Rite to Rule You’ve seen those 

signals too Chiseled on everything One way to create new his-story is to Combine conflicted 

ideas Into new subjects altogether Do not let these lizards separate their reality By a shuffle 

 

They have infiltrated everything Even the oldest testaments stories Were to big to just ignore 

this There had to be a cover up For the ‘Reptile God Story’ So they tweaked it And combined 

it with another ancient story That was about agriculture Into a new ‘idea’ For our first books 

of ‘Religious distractions from freedom’ The Bible steered us away from The real ‘Good-

Energy-God’ connection Making Elite Royalty as God’s When in fact Were all evolved from 

their engineered bloodline My Elite Friends That was the first cover story/lie From ‘whatever 

secret society’ They posted you in at that time Can anyone guess it? They didn’t just mate 

with us And then ‘poof’ A different race of kid popped out They did although Mix in some of 

their genes And now EVERYONE is a little more advanced Because these ‘advanced 

humans’ Were very favorable for future ‘mates’ Hence that scientific term I can’t remember 

right now lol Why do you think They’re dumbing us down now? Because Humans Kick Ass! 

 

The problem has always been secrets How can you say You don’t believe in any conspiracies 

If you’ve never looked into What’s being said inside ‘their walls’? Sure there are distracting 

agencies Like MJ-12 and The Blue Planet Project and The Men In Black and Our Denying 

Governments That keep us looking In the same differing directions That have already been 

laid out for us to believe Similar to the propagandized versions of ‘outer space aliens’ in our 

movies Isn’t it interesting The Show Conspiracy Files is brought to us by Smart Dog Media 

 



They have had a hand in Every nation’s rising and Every nation’s failing As experiments for 

our bleak future IN Their perfect world society OUR RULE The past was only A TEST And 

from these advancements of ideas The Money Families and Lordships Were to CREATE 

New ways for countries/companies/agreements/wars To covet US In their respected regions 

 

Let me explain the UN in easy terms They praise ‘evil beings’ Look it up! BUT These aren’t 

A type of ‘godly being’ Like what we understood the mystical Satan to be What they really 

praise is ‘true evil’ Evil reptile lords Who’ve put human families in power over us The UN 

will force you to bow to them And believe me They are evil BUT They’re not godly at all 

 

It’s easier to understand If you can assume that Everything INCLUDES Everyone All 

governments and Their agencies All political and Divisional parties All corporations by 

stocks or unlawful means All the LAWS from every angle All the religious readers and 

institutions All banking and finances And all the old and late “feel good movements” ARE 

ALL lead somehow By members of tiered secret groups Like the CFR CIA or ‘The Ancients’ 

There is no doubt America Is being led into war By an outside interest If anything WE 

should consider ourselves as The worlds terrorist Because The Masters are ruling America 

ALL this imperialism Is just another franchise for them Imagine that; WE’RE the bad guys 

 

Please remember That I’m not saying The people who work for these agencies are evil! 

We’ve all heard the good & bad things about certain programs for children Mainly the honest 

initiators Have lost control of these agencies Now No One Is in it for the greater good of kids  

Just think of the boys that Sandusky and Savile didn’t abuse Saving them for the higher-ups 

Aliens need these kids too Eating and Torturing them Is in their connection To their Evil God 

 

The conspiracy is It’s all one conspiracy With no need to look at the individual conspiracies 

If it was (and it wasn’t) Just pissed off Muslims who blew up the world trade centers It’s still 

the new world orders fault For pissing them off enough To protect themselves Just like Japan 

did When ‘The correct version of history’ had FORCED Them to attack us in 1941 Because 

WE Were already tyrannisizing them Every villain The news has sold us on Is only fighting 

for their And ultimately ALL OUR Freedoms From The Secret Enemies who lead America 

 

Let me give you another point of view That there are no conspiracy theories! We would still 

have 2 sides of news though The republican side That is always pointing out The lies the 

democrats And the democrats side That is always pointing out the lies from the republicans If 

there are NO Conspiracies Then 100% of the citizens On BOTH POLITICAL SIDES Are 

being lied to By ‘their’ democrat and republican leaders And the entire bought government  

Do you see That there are NO CONSPIRACY THEORIES There is only One Conspiratorial 

Fact That the money from secret elites is Buying and Tricking our elected officials into lying 

about everything ‘real’ And these bought off filth Are going along with it So they can be elite 

As it turns out None of our leaders Are leaders at all If they can’t even control themselves!! 

 

I’m creating a Open Secret Society of these understandings The good news was given to you 

And instead of just flaunting yourself Use attraction And welcoming promotion To bring it to 

more people Remember that We are only now Better Educated & Informed of this So Recruit 

Your Friends Family News Police Military Government Officials Throughout the Free World 



And once you find out that The Bible was a plan for history And that Nostrodamus was a 

mere Reworking of The same ole’ plan Set down by Our Alien Demonic Reptile Masters 

You’ll see that Everyone is half right By still being completely ignorant of rightful theories 

Like trying to blame 911 on our government It’s completely wrong But still half right!! The 

official story should be That our own freedom loving government agencies Didn’t blow up 

the twin towers In order To bring us into tyranny When it’s the secret societies that did it!! 

What needs to happen is Instead of having surveillance on A Free People Like it’s laid out in 

the new world order plan We should have 24/7 microphones and cameras On every single 

one of our leaders Who Work For US Everything is the opposite Of what reality should be 

 

I took my oath as a Marine very personal And I’ve never broken my allegiance to protect my 

country Sorry to say But our constitution was meant to be Used and Destroyed When ‘The 

Masters’ patsies first wrote it These first battles needs to be fought without your guns Leave 

them at home Use only to protect yourselves IF There is a war OR They start coming after 

our rights OUR FIRST FIGHT WILL BE NON VIOLENT  The rest of us ‘believers’ in the 

ideas of freedom Need to STOP Praising these ‘ideas of money’ But go to work And always 

help out Show them that Freedom is more important Then ‘Their Ideas of Gold Enslavement’ 

 

I own ONE gun It was my fathers black powder pistol My mother gave to me after he died I 

don’t even keep it loaded So I guess I’m screwed If I’m a victim of a home invasion That is 

Unless they give me a few minutes to load it! SEE I’m not a ‘prepper’ To most everyone else 

There are ‘other known enemies’ And to deal with them We must have ‘correct arguments’ 

About gun control Since each side uses falsities to better their stance They dispense with the 

real issues that we should be having about our gun laws I realize that the times have changed 

And this is important to a lot of citizens And In the same way That America didn’t want the 

tyranny of King George’s rule Can’t we at least all agree That we also don’t want the tyranny 

From the numerous gangs that want to rule us too?  I believe guns don’t kill people I believe 

that The irresponsible do I believe in everyone’s right to own and wear weapons If they 

prove responsibly first But I also believe That automatic weapons Should be kept in public 

armories To keep them from being easily stolen by gang members I believe Holder gave 

weapons to drug cartels So America would now have it’s own terrorist to deal with And so 

They could kill off the other cartels That weren’t “participating in our governments money 

laundering and drug running profiteering” This order came directly from the top So there will 

be NO punishments For their treachery Only a blow to ‘their’ ideals of Hope & Change 

 

Although it may seem Throughout my writings That I’m critical of ‘our government’ and 

blaming things on them BUT I’m not I know it’s not their fault They were tricked Like us 

 

Let me talk about war: Once you figure out that All tiers from the TOP secret society Go into 

all directions And once you realize that Everyone In All Governments are under some sort of 

tier You’ll see how The Cuban Missile Crisis was basically Just a show To scare a secure 

people No governments really own/control these weapons Do you think The World Masters 

would give that power to us slaves Across the world Everyone thought they needed these 

weapons ALL fire was fueled By OUR Masters To build it’s own military AND To make 

weapons that could blow up objects from space That could hit earth at Any unknowing time 

 



To all military/cia/policing officials/gov’t etc Get on the side of freedom YES This means 

you should go against Those (who run our government remotely) Who will put us into united 

slavery To you ‘hopeful elitist’ Pick freedom over Being bought with offerings of individual 

safety and gold You Will Never Be Safe Because they will never see you As a part of them 

 

My plan My single action of coup My offerings My writings My opinions This is the least I 

can do To Serve The Free People of the World SO When it’s called ‘Whatever they come up 

with’ Or even TREASON Just know that I’m good with that Because I love YOU that much 

 

Hopefully you will learn from Sandy That FEMA was created and Will be used to ‘round up 

and imprison’ Believers of the constitution Instead of the helping hand That it was sold to 

you as Same cost and training BUT You’ll see differences When there’s No food Little help 

And only televised compassion Tyranny has always been about saving money For the rich 

 

My one And only ‘nuke prediction’ Is that There will be 5-8 of them Which are already 

‘planned’ To hit The United States All depending on The season and The actions of each 

individual cities/states/region Mostly along the south Speaking of the south They’ve always 

Only done what they seam is right Defending OUR America from an oversees banking union 

society Who torched their crops In order to Start a secession And a war The new world order 

wasn’t against slavery So much as It was bad for their Bankers Who wanted to enslave us all 

 

The southern states will host The major regions of the war As for the northern states DO 

NOT let your contribution go unfelt This war is about Blind Culture vs. Evil Culture It is  

Not about divided culture or divided races It’s mainly about taking away our freedoms 

I watched the trailer for the new red dawn movie It’s not going to be anything like that! 

 

I’ve learned that Hardly any of the money families know these truths They’re only on cruise 

control To obtain more booty It’s the secret societies that control these franchises killing 

OUR world Thru these stepping stones AND Under the gaze of the gold headed secret eye 

 

All these scandals inside government and corporations Are all handled inside the secret 

societies Not every member knows BUT They still wittingly scam Bread from our table 

 

This is important Research has shown me That soon after the election A lot is planned for the 

American People It will end in a rebirth of imprisonment As the worlds head of greedy 

occultist By selling a restoration of a Phoenix and A lie of a dream You’ll never understand 

Because the news ‘was a no show’ Everyone who thinks they have freedoms Will have to die 

 

Let me say again There is NO such thing as a terrorist As far as what you understand them to 

be Since it too Is directed by The Masters To cause chaos and Rule by diversion Just like 

there is NO imperialism by America 99.314 of us Don’t want to kill To conquer everyone 

 

I loved it when the girl from big bang said she was ‘Joyfully following her friend to a life of 

crime’ I thought Isn’t that true What if there was no need for crimes? What if our societies 

ran on responsibility To and From all With no necessity to rob or starve or kill Nativology 

There is a perfect society Inside my head I’ve written about it And it can include everyone 



My nativology Where I came from There were Cowboys and Indians and Mexicans and 

Mormons I was regular minority I got to know each group well How different my old ideas 

were then my new ones Life made a decision for me I lived with a Mexican family in high 

school And all I saw was intense family love and care Just like everybody I’m sure But they 

do Act as they believe They prove care for each other And while everybody is competing in 

life And having to go thru difficult situations It’s really not about race And everybody knows 

it BUT Why is the government selling it like it is The same agencies that rile the kkk Are 

sending out their destructive ideas to The black community leaders also All our leaders are 

working for The same ‘main’ secret societies As for the supposed ‘white devils’ Every 

society Has been tricked into labeling people as ‘terrorist’ of some sorts Except the hidden 

drivers of it See how it all works Divide us all To conquer us all Has been the plan of History 

LOOK at Obamas actions Look at his executive orders He is destroying us Worse then Bush 

 

I have been to the bottom of the economy more times then most Because I’ve also been ‘a 

little higher’ in the economy more times then most I’ve had many business failings and I’ve 

lost a lot of  my own money And two others (sorry about that) I’ve been lucky to come back 

time and again To help others On NOT how to run their business Everyone Once they have a 

taste of ‘money greed’ Will cheat to get more Even their own consciousness Is no match For 

times when They need to be better Than everyone else To justify the reasons They think they 

earned it It bugs me when the rich Say they have money cause they worked real hard for it 

Believe me Not many of them Ever worked harder then me And they definitely didn’t work 

harder then Those doing manual or factory or service labor If they didn’t make their money 

By having a great and unusually new idea Then 9 times out of 10 They cheated somehow Or 

were lucky to find a way To make it work for them Hard work does pay off But that hard 

work shouldn’t Also bring us nothing in return (I know we got paid No duh Keep reading) 

Our capitalist society Especially the way our government runs it Will leave 99.314 of us 

With nothing in return (Remember you still think The opposite of reality When it comes to 

Who is running our country And for what purpose) There is a new way To look at how The 

World COULD Work and It goes against everything you’ve ever thought ONCE You have 

these thoughts You’ll see That a little sacrifice now Will leave a better world for your kids 

I’m not talking about communism or socialism or fascism Or any of the ism’s that the New 

World Order has brought us in the past I’m talking about A One World Tribe where we Not 

only take care of each other But we take special pride in the way We handle our contribution 

toward a peaceful and flourishing World Community! Pretend that right now There was NO 

money NO debt and NO reason Why we won’t be taken care of In our dying days NOW 

imagine If everyone ‘wanted’ to do there best For this New Society (Which Without any 

current arguments to go by I feel that everyone would!!!!) The real differences are We’d all 

get to be elites We’d all get to experience life’s offerings And we’d all Only have to work 

about 1/3-1/2 Of what we do now I hope I’ll be alive for this transition But I’m certain that 

There is a way Equality for all And Responsibility TO and FROM all Right now Our 

societies are more like ‘You have to do this OR ELSE you don’t eat’ And that’s why people 

don’t want to work But still want entitlements Instead of what it could be Where everyone 

thought of it AS “This is what ‘everyone’ does To contribute “our own way’ INTO THIS 

SOCIETY That is for all of us ‘To share’ Where even a fast food manager Can have a stress 

free life With his family In his home And can even spend a few months in Europe every year 

A system can be worked out But ONLY If The money elites don’t rule Any of our world!!! 



Although I could have On many occasions I have never taken any government assistance I’ve 

also Never filed for bankruptcy After I ran a few of my many companies into the ground  It 

didn’t feel right to me But then again I’m not the normality What I did do Was get sick of the 

government regulating the hell out of me So I stopped making money For them to take AND 

Yes a few years I didn’t even pay tax On what ‘my friends’ were paying me To HELP Them 

 

Start thinking and communicating about what life would be IF Everyone was free of GOLD 

As for profits Don’t take them Don’t give them A war will always be fought If gold has 

power and worth Fight for your freedoms From those who use gold to oppress us IF there is a 

war Everyone in the world Must STOP using money It is the only path to freedom Watch 

Learn and Preach about what’s really going on Especially to the police Stand with your backs 

to them As if they have your back DO NOT affront the police or military Let them watch out 

for you Keep calm Don’t riot They will protect us from the crazies Do not give them a reason 

to think We are the crazies KNOW your rights to peacefully protest IF there is any violence 

IT was caused by The Tricksters Ordered BY The Masters The news is going to lie about 

EVERYTHING Expect it Here’s the thing: Who ever is in government When you read this 

Will be passing laws against ALL OUR FREEDOMS (they may not know it, or they think 

it’s for good) Their actions should really be slowed down and talked about To give us the 

real ideas and happenings Since NONE of the news does They will do HUGE things against 

freedoms Worse than an oppressor Worse than When you never heard that England had the 

same laws as Hitler about the Jews Read my history findings Sorry about the cut/paste NOW 

Let’s get to OBAMA I’m disappointed in his hope and change He is causing everything to 

happen way too fast Sure he shines like a new penny BUT has he done any research On the 

ramifications From these executive orders That his Masters pay him to write NO He Didn’t! 

 

The news’s job is To keep us on opposing sides and They HAVE to cause confusion and lies 

Thru their childish sentiments To promote ‘their sides’ leaders As always The lesser of two 

evils That’s where The Masters want to keep us On opposite sides In the middle of confusion 

 

What we need is At least 1 political party that wants freedom and responsibility To and For 

the free people NOT Just 2 That only want ‘their proven tyranny’ It only seems like America 

is a free land now Because The Masters are still allowing us to think this way The American 

Ideal IS Already Gone! Get yourselves over that fact! Make the IDEAL even MORE FREE 

 

Every body is half right All the ancient stories Do all add up Into a truth about history And 

no one has to be half wrong either They’re only going by what they’ve been told by others 

 

Let me state that Although I don’t have a hot whistle to blow Pinpointing every detail on a 

certain subject What I do bring is thousands of hours Researching thousands of years of 

sorta-facts OH And I’ve seen The EYE’s View From tallest point As seen by The Masters 

That Once you understood it And your brain totals itself out You’ll wake up to a different 

solution for “everything’s happening’s” In our small universe It’s good to know all sides of 

history science law economy business money Don’t limit yourself now By sticking to your 

‘preprogrammed points’  Make a decision to understand  The View Point of the Top Tier 

They’re just better than you It’s Their God Given Right BAD-GOD =aliens+gold+power 

Christians Keep loving Jesus He was in it for GOOD-GOD =salvation from gold & power 



I Love EVERYONE I’m lumping all my knowledge of history and Bringing back An OLD 

RELIGION One about Once we were all able to freely love all mankind Thru VERY REAL 

and Uncharacterized GOD/feelings And the only ‘practiced religions’ were those That can be 

describe as EX: Gardening Reading Riding This-That Playing Golf lol ‘whatever else’ THE 

MAIN difference is that I’m introducing you to The truth of a comnection to a GOD/Energy 

Instead of one ‘Of The Reptile Masters Making’ GOD Needs NOT to be Religiousized into 

any character form EXCEPT for The love you put into IT! It’s all about The praise of Good 

OR The praise of Evil In our future society Praise GOOD/GOD The praise of evil Causes 

you to get dismissed from life You don’t need to hate anything Enough to be an ass about it 

 

All the proof you need is here With more to come One thing I do know for sure Aliens ARE 

from HERE These lizards And Not A ‘named’ God or evolution Created the first humanoids 

From them We passed thru a genetic and knowledge advance Ever since then We have been 

the main secret of The Order Of The Serpent The worlds first mystery cultist However they 

didn’t create life As you look more into Science You’ll see that some things are often hidden 

from those researching How and Why life came about It’s time to just admit IT WAS GOD 

In the way As you would understand that Good Energy Attracts The Good Energies that are 

Attracted To It LOVE CREATED LIFE The proof is in Water Research the knowing water 

Like when you STOP Taking vaccines ‘Your’ immune system Will WANT TO work hard! 

 

I wrote the majority of this opening article Over one weekend And by Sunday afternoon my 

revelations over how deep to go into everything became clear SO I cut and pasted a lot of it 

Into a ‘spiritual’ document It is important That you read it With an open mind It’s titled This 

Weekends Spiritual Experience It’s about benefiting From a close ‘relationship’ to Energy  

 

As for my religion Humbly It’s just as valid as anyone’s It also jives with science YES this 

same science That has NEVER said ‘There is no God’ God is actually proven If you go far 

enough into learning about science!! And remember Scientist are similar To church leaders 

Because they’re also Unknowingly under the supervision of Our Deceitful Masters Gold Eye 

 

Religion shouldn’t be ‘Believe in us or Go to hell’ My ‘idea’ of religion Encumbrances them 

all If you want too Mine is about Forming a true 1 on 1 relationship With a higher power 

then yourself I studied ‘their sides of the story’ Incorporating the appreciation and Love I 

have for All people Godly or not But My God fits better When IT doesn’t have a personality 

Except for the one IT made personally with me I’m claiming the Love of God back from 

‘Their multi-monopolies’ You praise Good-God OR You praise Evil-God As it was pre 

history When God was “The comnection You made to IT’ And when religions were as they 

should be The love and appreciations in ‘life’s activities’ That you shared with others Like 

crafts alchemy cooking singing competing whatever Now movies technology racing hiking 

bowling Early societies knew God personally (I’m talking about pre-history here, before all 

the created religions) WE then let these religions steel OUR relationship God’s love still 

grows When we all praise and loved IT At the same time Like when I’m adding my love 

feelings ‘in a similar case’ To your love feelings So we can take love to the 9
th

 degree But 

God’s not about rules and ideas of a religion Anything will do When you want a stronger 

comnection We’re already all connected to ‘the God feeling’ God can be comnected to by 

‘practicing ANY religion’ So you shouldn’t limit yourself By only looking into one IDEA 



It says some weird stuff in here about me comparing myself to my brother Jesus I’m only 

like him in Spirit of God For Man and That we both had to be humble when we went home to 

family The secret societies stole Jesus That was in the business plan And these businesses 

need competitors And they run those too All together now Turn the tables On the moneyittes 

 

ALL Of the masters of the new world order Make fun of the people Who still believe the 

bible They created long ago “How could they still believe God sent ‘a son’ to them” ha ha 

 

My writing has changed a lot I’ve changed and grown too So I probably wrote some harsh 

things But because this is my bible and my religion I should be able to speak my churches 

mind As I find it factual And if Donald Trump can call for revolution So can I So can you 

 

I will be cast as a rogue villain BUT Only by MSM Rush Mathews Hollywood or Whatever 

government agency The Masters Propagandist will set upon me For ‘whatever’ ’My Treason’  

BUT It is my basic expression My Religion Too So I should be able to have all my rights of 

free speech And this is a speech that needs to be HEARD So place yourselves 5-10 to a 

corner and start reading If you are rioting or violent You must not be with US I swear if I had 

the reigns of 99% movement it wouldn’t have just been show I don’t want to be alone & 

scared The more eggs in the omelet the better Bring cheese and meat to this REVOLUTION 

 

The election came and went Who can only be proud Of what the presidency is ‘supposed to 

be like’? But I know better Some independents That you all make fun of for being ‘crazy’ 

Actually know how this office is supposed to look too But our presidents These days Are 

more like mere sales associates of America A strict follower of those that command him 

BOTH sides are just stemming from The Masters Rite They are taken over thru money and 

OLD AGE secret societies Who own ‘our made up news’ too The reason To Sell The IDEAS 

HA I just thought of another doozy But you’ll have to read that In another document HA 

 

NEXT If Obama signs another executive order You should all pause a while Until we know 

why all these NEEDED to happen Matter of fact Do it now Find out now why we are headed 

to a prison state FEMA is nothing but a ‘round up the freedom believers and imprison  them’ 

agency Our representatives know it’s NOT for our own good But they don’t even know why 

Even when they read it for themselves But they’re all fine cuz da money is coming in I like 

all ideas from the new world order salesmen’s too The poor The disabled The social security 

The whole deal I love the idea of what Obama is selling as the president But I feel that if he 

doesn’t even know the ‘slaughtering plan’ That he’s leading us to Then he shouldn’t be the 

president The irresponsible US leaders Need to find responsibility  Hey I’ll tell you straight 

There are those of us Who aren’t responsible enough to be in our mainline society I’m not 

talking about putting everyone in prison! I want all of us to get with the ‘Good side of the 

new world order’ I want the best Out of the world’s nations And I know we’ll get their best 

Once the masters are put in check And our leaders STOP taking money For their treason 

 

The main proof that 911 was not caused by ‘believing loons’ Is Oklahoma was proven To be 

caused by Those who consider themselves Our Masters With no need to look for conspiracy 

diversions Because we are all in a big one WE need to wake up to that We need new leaders 

And we need real news Believe nothing from either side The lies only cover for the other lies 



 

As an extremist The Masters General Information Companies will vilify me And 80% of 

them Half republican Half democrat Will go along with it Because they’re either To stupid to 

look into it Or they are Extremely sold on their side “winning” I want everyone’s side to be 

heard And taken care of But these two apposing sides will never be actually ‘in change’ Of 

doing anything about it now It’s over for America and we need to start restructuring it We 

need and want The best out of our politicians Who are no more then good bull shifters Bull 

shit is not a leadership role Keep your prideful right thinking in check You political fools 

Don’t be on either side Be on everyone’s side Accommodating Responsibly should be easy 

Just look at what we ‘all’ did in the past for ourselves Don’t be in the middle of the road Be 

on the extreme side of freedom If you want the best from a society It starts with affording 

even the weak The money will never let this happen though Like everything else in the world 

Things are changing The old unites states is bought and dead Fight now for Your Freedoms 

 

Accept that There’s no reason to fight for The Old Constitution It’s used against us anyways 

You just didn’t get the memo YOU WOULD NOT WANT IT AFTER YOU JUST ALL 

DIED TO SAVE IT! FREEDOM WILL FALL UNDER A PROUD STORY AND A NEW 

STAR ON YOUR SIDES FLAG! I CAN SEE IT NOW THE NEWS COMING ON AND 

SAYING AMERICA HAS WON AND THIS IS OUR NEW CONSTITUTIN! RIGHT 

UNDER THESE BANKS OVER HERE THAT MAKE IT POSABLE FOR YOU TO ALL 

WORK FOR ALMOST NOTHING! NOW LINE UP IN TWO LINES AND COVER YOUR 

EYES SO WE CAN DIVIDE YOU INTO THE MONEY HAVERS & THE WORKERS 

 

End your love affair with this countries past When you’re trying to protect it The point is To 

not let those in SERVICE Secretly rewrite OUR NEW CONSTITUTION It will take a war 

But you’re in a war now IT’S HONESTLY ALREADY OVER FOR THE U.S. You need to 

fight for freedoms now You’ll see how when I prove to you that OUR 1776 Revolution was 

bought off Right before the end They all worked indirectly for the same secret societies Each 

had a hand in But none knew the whole plan This combined an unknowing fault of treason 

This country has always belonged to the new world order WE are the new world order The 

money families knew America was here 7200 years ago A reserved bread basket for the 

wealthy To make money and then extinguish the flame Just like they’ve always done When 

they say WE don’t own the U.S. (Even though we do) The secret societies head owns And 

have leased out ‘us’ as credit 3 times already Look it up! And we only had a choice in it once 

It must stop But there’s no way either side can turn that back now It’s Institutionalized A 

running machine about to remove important cogs in the free world I’m the wizard You’re the 

Gollum’s Now let’s go throw that gold ring back into the fire It’s the only way to kill the eye! 

We don’t need to kill the ‘steps’ under the eye For there will be NO Elites in A FREE society 

No one but the eye knew the masters plan We built For what we believed in By them And we 

did our job So I’m claiming that the 2 other debts OUR country leased out on us Is null and 

void Therefore WE are free from your debt The new world order caused it We should end it 

 

I’m out of touch with regular America now I woke up to real history And the reality of our 

elections I just can’t see how people could still be voting for ‘their’ side Who are only selling 

what ‘we’ want to hear BOTH of the political parties are basically Full of ‘middle level’ 

members of secret societies NONE knowing the real plans They don’t get far in politics If 



they don’t get bought by one side or the other They’re all just lying to themselves They all 

praise the same golden eye EACH of the two political parties You people think You belong 

to Are all being scammed by the tip-top The ‘election company’ makes a lot of money off of 

this And we do all the work believing in them Mostly each side thinks that their side should 

win Because they’ve been scared into believing something that Just isn’t the case I believe 

everyone wants to do their best When they run for government service Too bad they have to 

sign there soul away to ‘a side’ to even be considered for office What you fail to consider is 

that Both of these parties are pitted against each other that much For one reason So The 

Masters work gets done For example: Obamacare had nothing to do with Obama BUT Now 

it’s become HIS message So now he has to stand by it Even though it’s bringing us to 

destruction He has to stand by it To save face! Sickening huh? To know it’s ‘sold’ as a good 

cause But when you understand The Masters real plan You’ll see that hope is gone Because 

he’s stuck in the middle of it It’s not reality When one of my companies wasn’t working out I 

closed it down I had to save the situation But he’s doing the opposite He’s saving himself By 

keeping up these lies This obamacare is devastating It’s A complete money maker for big 

corporations Resulting in no one getting good health care And death panels killing us off 

Instead of curing our ailments And all Obama can do is Follow a master plan to divide us!!! 

 

Obviously a very important motivator is fascism Which is their decided upon Rule of the 

world People owned by The Masters Will never stop Gaining Warring Fighting Killing  

 

FACT: It’s not just Corporations That are Buying our politicians It’s the secret societies!! 

 

If there was no need for money We’d be basically doing the same thing we are now Except 

70% of us wouldn’t have to work anymore Which would make the world happy Full of love 

 

I’m extremely conservative and extremely liberal on all social issues I want OUR people 

cared for and OUR government kept in line Oh my friends There is a better way There is a 

perfect system out there But you won’t hear many preaching about it And It’s not the middle 

You’re in the middle Because they have you confused And not trusting All according to plan 

EX: I’m for emergency abortions only And in my New Society Idea you wont be getting 

pregnant until you’ve ‘contributed your way’ into the tribe first Accidents won’t happen But 

unwanted babies Will be redistributed and NOT killed off Read I love em love em baby 

 

I graduated a few years late That weekend I started my obligation In an open contract With 

the United States Marine Corps I knew that The oath I gave would last a lifetime I’m keeping 

my understanding of it still One thing I do know is We must transfer our constitutional pride 

To a more free ideal of a society It is over For the United States FACT There is No salvaging  

ANYTHING There is only fighting To add our free societal values To the charter that’s 

being placed before us Turn your face From the old accomplishments Establish your pride in 

The fight for ‘Your new freedoms’ This is the only way The constitution will never again Be 

made right Capitalism (cover for the imperialism idea) Will be an outlawed mistake And they 

will have ‘a better way’ for us To use ‘their money’ In their shinny and smiling tyrannical 

prison Which after looking at in detail You’ll want no part of Because you’ll be no part of it 

Remember The Whole World IS And always Was CAPITALIST Fight for freedoms instead 

 



I don’t believe The n W o is bringing in The Antichrist I think they left that spot for someone 

like me to come around and say “There’s a better way” Whoever fits this role Will be the 

demonized antichrist (the “evil” patsy) To fit their plan They know that a new spiritual leader 

will come around every now and then And his story and life will have to be stopped And 

rewritten NEVER make another man A GOD or AN EVIL BEING The antichrist plot Is the 

patsy They’ll use to protect us from his takeover We need to make it hard to steel Correct 

Teachings I’m not an antichrist I’m a man of God I hope no one takes offence Or thinks that 

I’m bashing Jesus here Our Brother was a great man But he was also a victim of identity theft 

 

After I send this out I’ll probably just turn myself in for treason I guess that’s what they’ll 

call it anyway I trust that someone like Sheriff Joe will protect a true patriotic American from 

our real enemy With the masters I’ll be dead in a week or beaten and drugged in jail. I do not 

want drugs I’m not violent or insane I’m actually extra sane Because I know what truth is Its 

insane not to know the whole story I don’t watch the news But I read everything Do that too 

Read Postrequisite Reading It’ll have a list of MUST READS All the half ideas Do add up 

 

Why haven’t the CIA picked me up Or why haven’t They been here to talk to me I talk so 

much about the Terrorist Government Evil New World Order or That our government is A 

patsy to carry out The Masters Orders Sometimes saying it Right in front of new cell phones 

And other surveillance ‘whatever’s’ And with all those big red flag words Like terrorist or 

government military guns revolution freedom fighters fuckin politicians I’m really starting to 

believe The systems security may be braking down Who else are they looking for Other then 

a guy like me Wanting to start a revolution? Could the EYE-CIA-NSA-FBI-DOJ be wanting 

this? WARNING: If I’ve written something That doesn’t seam like What I would write Then 

please understand that I’ve made a mistake Undisputed facts Aliens are native Gold is bad lol 

 

I loved the studying and writing part But it took years of alone time and sacrifice I’ve kept 

busy helping A number of people start or operate their own business’s All for $12 an hour 

 

It’s less about Everyone has 1 soul mate Than Everyone can Be a perfect soul mate to anyone 

 

Since my un-vorce I’ve kept situations where I have 3-5 loves Without any secrets I’m still 

‘good’ with my old girlfriends Even though I was a shy cute kid then I’m Hugh Hefner now 

Only with ample alone time And no money It’s all good I’ve kept them at distance though 

They can’t go Where I plan to go But I’m very thankful for everyone that’s been in my life 

 

By definition I’m a Phenomenonist Example: I just spent 2 minutes on spell check lol I have 

researched All sides of All ‘ideas’ and I’ve found out that sometimes The complete opposite 

of truth Is the understood reality The opposite of what we’d think Usually makes more sense 

So Don’t be afraid Your life will double But your fears will END Once there is NO Money! 

DON’T Cloud this talking point I’m not talking about credit cards debt or chip’s in your arm! 

To finally find more pieces of This scattered puzzle We shouldn’t look Only at Each Sides 

Story The biggest point of view The Third looks mostly at The ‘Why are we being led down 

this road’ factor Terrorism sells BUT The Government Is the biggest believer that This idea 

was sold So their assumed understanding Is that we believe in their ‘only sometimes’ 

supported idea When in fact We perceive reality That it’s nothing But a cover sheet For their 



lies And only those In the closed rooms Don’t know the third persons view is more accurate 

If you want to be ignorant Like them Then don’t look at the All sides of What they’re doing 

Our biggest issue now Is doing something about it Without the movement being bought off 

 

Even if America stands alone on ‘We aren’t using money any more’ I think We’ll be fine 

Our country As a whole owns a lot more then just it’s land And the people’s worth Once we 

fight for this freedom Imagine how strong we’d be In One Big Free Enterprise Country Now 

imagine The World grasping this idea of Free Society Which is packed with Civil Freedoms 

to all And Respectful Accountability from Our Elected Officials Who Serve US. Awesome! 

 

The meaningless ideal For controlling us We are all about to go under a genetic redrawing 

With an exchange of life’s normality’s A new measly person-noid slave is the plan You can 

even See the sexes being diminished now There’s no need for sex When life uses test tubes 

 

My friends I’ve been lucky to have a diverse acclaim of friends Most with different racial 

and regional genetics then I They are exactly the same as everybody else I’ve met And I hope 

That even they would agree No one is better then anyone And everyone should serve anyone 

 

In politics Everyone is about half right Not because they only believe hype But because 

Everyone really does Want to do right by people BUT You’ll notice That the news Has to 

demonize politicians Because It’s Owned and Directed By The Those Who Wish US Evil 

 

Would anyone in the world be against Making sure family guy doesn’t come on at 5pm? I’m 

all for the right to change the channel But for all the government does For the most accepting 

minds and their growth This has to show that it’s more about the money then our kids Our 

government Nothing against them They’re ruled and 99.314 of them Don’t know anything 

about it So I’m not really blaming them Just as Obama didn’t do anything But try his way of 

helping ‘idealism’ They’ve just been simultaneously lied to Because they don’t really have 

ties to the other organizations Except thru the cia & cfr & UN Who is like a catch all for the 

different governments and corporations and communications (As well as money laundering 

and drug running) And only the very tops of these agencies know what’s up Obama isn’t 

even allowed to read conspiracy ideas He probably thinks That we are headed in a good 

direction Just like Hitler was To his parties bosses Hoping for the best Using blind eyes 

 

It doesn’t matter who wins the election Don’t let it distract you From reading important 

documents And learning reality I will show you it doesn’t matter who wins the elections. 

And about the founding fathers YES they were great American freedom fighters But they 

were duped into unsound advancements By their secret societies Thinking it’s set up for us 

When in actuality It was set up for Our Masters They will always have control of the United 

States While we only squabble over sides To hire and fire ‘secretary governments’ every few 

years IT’S IN THE LAW Rome didn’t fall As you’d heard or understood The advancement 

of law and rule and money Went to new areas To give them money So they could set up 

everything Into THEIR LAWS TO ADVANCE THEMSELVES While we think it’s Our 

Laws That Protect US. I Love The Idea of Real and Solid Laws for the betterment of 

everyone birthrightedly Rules and Not Anarchy are the key We are in a money anarchy It 

doesn’t work for you If you don’t have money We’ll never have equal laws if elites exist 



When I say No Money I mean Free trade to and from everyone No debt No profits Just Love 

 

If war happens I hope I rushed it It’s our only chance Everything is already against us 

Including our puppet government It doesn’t matter What country starts the war It’s The 

Masters who caused it And it’s planned to end here in a devastated USA This war is to Take 

away our constitution And move us into A Fascist Hybrid of Control and Occultist Rite 

 

All you Supposed do-good democrats and republicans Ask yourself How is this Ever Going 

to be a better New World Order When civil and free liberties Are not being allotted to 

everyone The only shame is On those Who knowingly followed it! Sorry to tell you That 

You’re all involved In the same secret societies In some way They all lean us toward The 

Masters favor In every way You are ALL giving us To the enemy And they are lying about 

the outcome of the deeds Wake up to L-R monopoly Get into idiosyncrasy over basic rights 

 

None of you elites should ever get the idea That your family has a rite to rule Because of 

your blood lordship You fooled us With that back then And you keep it hidden now That you 

think the same Even though The god-blood that You thought you had Is the same as ours 

(We’re just not included In the Satan-serpent secret Top of the pyramid club Like .001 of you) 

So by OUR ‘REAL’ Godly rite’s We should have The rule to the world Not those who think 

They are Half Human Half God The only thing you’re special about is You fell hardest for 

their biggest lie That was The only racist idea in my head And I still think I’m no better then 

them Compare Look at all both our actions They who want to destroy us I want to save you 

Royal Bloodlines Make for a good bullshit story But we know the truth now LOVE is God! 

 

Do you now whhhhy ‘we’ don’t negotiate with terrorist? It’s because ‘WE’ Created and 

Control the terrorist networks And ‘WE’ direct them accordingly The Masters need them to 

be terrorist In order To create scary shows In the news Munich HA! If you believe this 

Spielberg propaganda Your battle is lost The story may be right But the meanings aren’t 

You’ve become the terrorist If you own the terrorist Our masters caused this terrorism Not 

the Palestinians Or the Jews For their strife Is a calculated exchange Just as Our Masters need 

for opposing psalmodies As any real Torah Jew knows (not just their mouthpiece) That it’s 

the Zionist (posing as Jews, under the Vatican and it’s masters) That are the bringers of terror 

And not their closely related regional brothers The Arabs Who are somewhat innocent Only 

wanting to be free To live a happy life They don’t hate Christianity They hate those Who sell 

themselves as ‘Democracy Bringers’ But bring them destruction Under hidden imperialism  

 

Let me repeat myself a little louder 99.314% Of all terrorist All religions All gov’t’s All 

news agencies Are operated by the same people Our Masters I’m comfortable in stating that 

There are no real terrorist left in the world They’ve all been taken over By Our Masters So  

They can be used To clog our freedoms And make the rich More money from More wars 

 

No reason to find a lot of proof What I’m telling you is There is so much more proof against 

reality You’ll just have to understand that conspirators cover their plot precisely Just believe 

that ultimately the masters fingerprints are on everything. So look hard At ALL sides OF 

Everything And Trust NO ONE Who is motivated by money and power Honesty should lead 

Here’s a hint: They called Ron Paul a kook When there was NO ONE More right them him! 



John Stewert is the most precious mouthpiece for the n W o right now It’s their bread and 

butter And the ‘smart’(Ha) people are blind to his real purpose To make the other side look 

like half a joke When these sides are joked They make the best dividing tool This Mason 

Was The Most Influintial Man That a chief operating officer of NYSE Had royalty bought 

 

You sub elites: You’re following the wrong kind of ideas The more money you have The 

stupider about life you get Don’t follow them for the money You’ll never be Liked for it No 

matter how elite You think we see you I’m sure 99.314& of you aren’t in the Grand Family 

of Illuminati Clans You are now As always Slaves like the rest of us It’s taken them 3000+ 

years to rule us ‘ALL’ again We kicked there asses once We can Spartacus this up AGAIN 

 

I have Marching Orders for you in The Ninety Nine Compulsions My first order is to stop 

giving all your attention to happy gaga feeling songs and social feel-goody activities These 

times are serious Study your major problem Lest they keep you dancing blindly on the streets 

of Babylon Gomorra Jerusalem Rome Berlin You should know that Music always plays at 

the slaughter Page 3 Paragraph 8 in the cookbook section of The Secret Society of Serpents 

Written by SATAN himself THE ONLY REAL EVIL is The Reptile Race of Heathens 

 

Show them You’re voting with the coup To take the New World Order from the Monsters  

And give it back to The worlds children I will prove that true freedom Can only be achieved 

If EVERYTHING Starts with True Freedom For the Whole Society That goes double now 

Especially since The money made off of us From purposeful misinformation’s And unlawful 

indebtedness WAS THE ELITES PLAN Their payback For making us fight Made up wars 

Should be freedom from Their crazy concepts of Money Power and Indebtedness DO NOT 

stop until All concepts of entitled money are gone This cry for liberty is our only chance It’s 

not just An American talking It’s freedom shouting And It should go out To the free world! 

 

This isn’t just for My Fellow Americans This is for the World and The Salvation from War! 

I’m also in direct contact with The Power Of Love and It blazes to all Who’ve witnessed it 

That’s right I’m just another preacher With a calling And I’m Trying to Save ALL Mankind 

 

I’ve realized that I could be God’s patsy And the new world order Was actually waiting for 

someone to pin as the anti-christ Since the anti-christ was a planned patsy anyway I may be 

used To tell of blasphemy against God Remember I’m not here to replace any prophets I 

believe them too Everybody was right In their time To tell of ‘their own God connection’ 

 

God doesn’t have character EXCEPT for thru the comnection IT Is invited to join By You 

AND Yes I also believe that GOD May be involved in EVERY FEELING So I can have a 

goody lovey God connection As I cause preemptive war AND You’d known that if Your 

mind wasn’t busied up With all these God-stitutions Hindering our Easy Comnection 

 

Just so you know If I do ever get the chance to preside I will always do my best My greatest 

day would be After I’ve conquered the world And built honest governing I’d give it freely to 

all of us I don’t know if I can make it thru that My heart is at such peace That any big anxiety 

is life threatening Un-divide yourselves When you confront The Masters Go after them hard 

It’s been a full week now And God is hitting me from all angles You must find Good God!  



A real leader makes choices that puts people in danger For what he knows has to be done 

This blow to the system is going to bring retribution I’m hopefully preempting a smaller war 

Then we’ve seen in the past It’s coming anyway They don’t have it all set yet But it can turn 

into a new regional plan fast The Masters Money Patsy Families aren’t out of the country yet 

So watch for them in the airports Keep them here Let’s all suffer this fate They earned it 

A war NOW Over OUR RIGHTS Is better than Their WAR against OUR FREEDOMS 

 

As I’m running for Prime Minister of the United World in 2016 I’m asking for your support 

To send THESE MASTERS A message That If there is a war Or a collapse We Are Done! 

“YOUR GOLD HAS NO MORE WORTH” Write it on everything To get that point across 

We will never again Let your money Cause problems in our World! Wars over Gold or Silver  

Profits or Losses or Payments of Debt Will never mean anything To people in a free society  

 

It seems like my life has been steered toward something special Like Making a real run for 

President of the United States! Can a caring and humble man With NO money Or political 

background Make a dent in our broken system? I never imagined actually running for any 

kind of leadership position And I’ve always planned on anonymity from this too Even though 

I’m a natural Leo I’ve only lead my businesses Which I didn’t do very well I finally made the 

decision about two months ago To finally go thru with all this When some closely watched 

‘alarms’ went off And ‘planned achievements’ by THE MAN keep getting checked off THE 

MASTERS list Which are very unfriendly to free societies And now there’s not much time 

for editing After this first page is written and I’ve rearranged a few paragraphs In the other 

documents That’s it The rest is in Infamy OR Infancy If everyone can chip in To help out 

 

One thing I now for sure is That after thinking the way I do I’m in a constant state of doing 

right humble blissfulness And oneness in the world Happy as can be With many who love me  

If you want that too Trash Yourself You stupid fool And get real Like the rest of us in society 

Who know that No One is better then us Only Because We’re Not better then anyone else! 

 

Conspiracy theory Isn’t a ‘what if’ or Something to hide In the back of your brain It’s a 

conscious choice to Know what’s really going on in real life OR Do you live as they tell you? 

Without truth from the news And the entertainment Good-feely and Scripted brain washings 

Don’t look for Exact Pieces of The Conspiracy to fit They have covered all angles Osama bin 

Laden said himself That HE DID NOT DO 911 For a blood thirsty Christian Hating Muslim 

That would have been a great opportunity To grab some limelight And be closer to achieving 

his 30 something virgin’s BUT he couldn’t claim it Because He Didn’t Do It AND all of his 

followers knew that So he couldn’t lie about it either Basically Bin Laden is more like OUR 

Patsy-fied loving brother Fighting against The Evil New World Order He knows who the real 

oppressors are LOOK around “”IT’S US””!!! He sees US doing The opposite of what We all 

think We’re supposed to be doing And That’s NOT Striving for Democracy Life and Liberty 

 

Dang It’s happened to me again I’m addicted to tv And all I have is an antennae I realize I’m 

missing a lot of good shows But I’m also less distracted From a misleading reality Like on 

family feud right now The number one answer is ‘money’ for what people like to give away 

most Well I hate to break it to them But it seems like they’re just lying to themselves It takes 

right motivations to give up money And most of us Definitely want to control it’s outcome 



Can’t you understand ‘their’ real direction Read about Globalization Read about Zionism 

AND (I do not mean the Jews I’ve got nothing against them I love them too) READ ALL 

CONSPIRACY IDEAS FOR YOURSELF Even if you only believe a small part of them You 

need to face up to the truth That THEY WANT TO KILL 99.314% OF US Doesn’t sound 

like a good world government does it? To them It’s just another genocide of dumb ‘humans’ 

That The Masters brought us In ALL past wars Since all they are doing At the end of one war 

Is paving the way for more wars This is not a future Even though America is leading the new 

world order We are also the last saving grace to fight them After our region is killed off The 

worlds last remaining ‘freedom ideal’ Will be gone This war Is supposed to be freedoms 

downfall OBAMA KNOWS THIS And Shame on him for leading ALL of us into sociocide 

 

Sociocide Is like getting ride of A whole genre Of music Or art’s And just because I’ve never 

watched A ballet doesn’t mean I don’t want you to enjoy them I love ALL kinds of music 

And I don’t turn down my radio When people pull up next to me As I have on country rap 

hip hop rock or whatever Mostly I like old country Because it was easier To sing to my kids  

 

What I am folks Is a starter Not a very good finisher So I’m asking for leaders to step up  

And Instead of looking for Arguments Inconsistencies Abnormalities Just let this sink in That 

The Elites Need Slaves and You will never be an elite You’re only job now is To save your 

asses From the Evil New World Order That’s tricking us into A false idea of a safe And 

prosperous society You must carry the torch of freedom Not the one of safe enslavement 

 

Now that this is done I can slow down and get into some Alex Jones Who I’ve only started 

listening to this last year I’m glad He wasn’t my influence During this research But I’m 

overjoyed with sharing His love for A Free Nation I’m scared to death writing this Just as he 

is (I feel) With doing his show And if they have been listening to me thru my comp or cell 

phone Then why aren’t they coming to arrest me? I talk real loud about sensitive issues And 

red flag words should be popping up On all kinds of radars But where is ANY agency to ask 

me About my extreme beliefs? Even though I would never do terrorist acts If they ever were 

To classify anyone as a domestic terrorist It could have been ME! Are they setting me up for 

something?? A new pasty perhaps? To prove I may be I bought a car from out of state And 

haven’t registered it yet Even drove a long time without insurance I’ve been pulled over three 

times and I’ve been sent on my way The last time I was free to go before they asked for my 

license As if they were called off! My only issue That came about when listening to Alex’s 

show Which is called INFOWARS.COM  Is he’s officially scared the heck out of me now lol 

Showing me all the ways Our Masters are actively coming after us It’s scary But necessary to 

look into THEY SUCK Thanks for the love My Brother In Peace I send My love back to you 

  

No more false hopes! If there was ever a great Mabus It would be The beast of money itself 

The anti-christ is gold! If these ‘real life Satans’ can’t cohabitate with us They must be killed 

I’m NOT the anti-christ I’m more like That dude Who brought Everlasting Peace after him 

 

Ghost: When you die The good energy goes back to Good Energy To reuse. These energies 

Love being connected To God-Typical-Love The left over energy Stays here In a ‘hell life’ 

of leftover energies Based in Anger Self-Evil Confused Thoughts Memories and Torment 

You can See and Feel these Dark Energies Attract each other Up to full sight of dark matter  



You’d expect to be treated like a hero When you doing your best To save your people And 

ultimately The Democracy I’ve been called hero before Because of my service to this country 

Trust that My ‘type’ of insanity Is a good insanity It’s nice and calming To know the truth 

That you’re doing something That you know Has to be done NO wars have ever happened If 

it wasn’t for Our Masters Money Families causing them It’s been secret groups fighting For 

purpose of secrecy and control And NO warring presidential patsy Should ever be called hero 

 
LOVE 

 

PEACE 

 

HAPPINESS 

 

And Freedom From  

 

Money For Everyone 


